
pFabric: Minimal Near-Optimal Datacenter 
Transport 



Problem 

Provide little or no queuing for short, deadline-
sensitive flows 

 
Fully utilize the network for long flows 



Approaches 
•  Keep switch queues really short (1-2 packets) 
–  E.g., DCTCP 
–  Pro: little queuing for short flows 
–  Con: hard to keep network well utilized (need pacing etc.) 

•  Assign explicit rates, pause large flows for small ones 
–  E.g., D3 (lacked pause), PDQ 
–  Pro: works well when configured correctly 
–  Con: difficult to configure, requires lots of new switch func. 

Goals: 
(1)  Provide little or no queuing for short, deadline-sensitive flows  

(2)  Fully utilize the network for long flows 



pFabric 

Separate rate control from flow scheduling 
 Really: leverage flow scheduling 

 
To make short flows finish fast: prioritize them at switches 

 (end-host assigns priority: # remaining packets) 
 
To fully utilize network (but not have congestion collapse): 
flows start at line-rate, throttle if they experience loss 



How do switches send packets? 

100 99 98 5 4 3 2 

Packet with highest priority 

Don’t want to starve earlier 
packets from same flow! 

Send earliest packet from flow with highest 
priority packet 



pFabric Benefits 

Near-ideal flow completion times in all cases 
 
Pretty high utilization 

 Really care about bursts, pFabric does well in this case 
 
MAYBE implementable in real switches 

 Amin: why this isn’t used at the Goog 



pFabric Issues 

Large flows can still starve 
 
Need to determine remaining flow size 
 
No isolation between tenants 
 
Maybe FCT of background flows doesn’t matter 

 Only use pFabric for short flows where remaining size known? 



Could we make this simpler? 

What about just two priority levels? 
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(c) Optimal thresholds vs equal split:
Overall Avg

Figure 17: Web search benchmark with 2, 4, and 8 priority queues. Parts (a) and (b) show the average normalized FCT across all
flows and the 99th percentile for the small flows. Part (c) compares the performance using the optimized thresholds with a heuristic
which splits the flows equally in case of 4 queues.

be appropriate. This can easily be handled by operating the pFab-
ric priority scheduling and dropping mechanisms within individual
“higher-level” traffic classes in an hierarchical fashion. Traditional
QoS mechanisms such as WRR are used to divide bandwidth be-
tween these high-level classes based on user-defined policy (e.g., a
soft-real time application is given a higher weight than batch jobs),
while pFabric provides near-optimal scheduling of individual flows
in each class according to the class’s priority scheme (remaining
flow size, deadlines, etc).

Other datacenter topologies: We have focused on Fat-tree/Clos
topologies in this paper as this is by far the most common topology
in practice. However, since conceptually we think of the fabric
as a giant switch with bottlenecks only at the ingress and egress
ports (§3) we expect our results to carry through to any reasonable
datacenter topology that provides uniform high throughput between
ingress and egress ports.

Stability: Finally, the theoretical literature has demonstrated sce-
narios where size-based traffic prioritization may reduce the stabil-
ity region of the network [20]. Here, stability is in the stochastic
sense meaning that the network may be unable to keep up with flow
arrivals even though the average load on each link is less than its
capacity [10]. However, this problem is mostly for “linear” topolo-
gies with flows traversing different numbers of hops — intuitively it
is due to the tradeoff between prioritizing small flows versus max-
imizing service parallelism on long routes. We have not seen this
issue in our study and do not expect it to be a major concern in real
datacenter environments because the number of hops is very uni-
form in datacenter fabrics, and the overall load contributed by the
small (high-priority) flows is small for realistic traffic distributions.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper decouples the key aspects of datacenter packet trans-

port — flow scheduling and rate control — and shows that by de-
signing very simple mechanisms for these goals separately we can
realize a minimalistic datacenter fabric design that achieves near-
ideal performance. Further, it shows how surprisingly, large buffers
or complex rate control are largely unnecessary in datacenters. The
next step is to integrate a prototype implementation of pFabric with
a latency-sensitive application to evaluate the impact on applica-
tion layer performance. Further, our initial investigation suggests
that further work on designing incrementally deployable solutions
based on pFabric could be fruitful. Ultimately, we believe this can
pave the path for widespread use of these ideas in practice.
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